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Abstract
Purpose: A review of MRI temperature imaging methods based on intermolecular multiple quantum coherences (iMQCs) is
presented. Temperature imaging based on iMQCs can provide absolute temperature maps that circumvent the artefacts that
other proton frequency shift techniques suffer from such as distortions to the detected temperature due to susceptibility
changes and magnetic field inhomogeneities. Thermometry based on iMQCs is promising in high-fat tissues such as the
breast, since it relies on the fat signal as an internal reference. This review covers the theoretical background of iMQCs, and
the necessary adaptations for temperature imaging using iMQCs.
Materials and methods: Data is presented from several papers on iMQC temperature imaging. These studies were done at 7T
in both phantoms and in vivo. Results from phantoms of cream (homogeneous mixture of water and fat) are presented as
well as in vivo temperature maps in obese mice.
Results: Thermometry based on iMQCs offers the potential to provide temperature maps which are free of artefacts due to
susceptibility and magnetic field inhomogeneities, and detect temperature on an absolute scale.
Conclusions: The data presented in the papers reviewed highlights the promise of iMQC-based temperature imaging in fatty
tissues such as the breast. The change in susceptibility of fat with temperature makes standard proton frequency shift
methods (even with fat suppression) challenging and iMQC-based imaging offers an alternative approach.

Keywords: CRAZED, intermolecular multiple quantum coherences, magnetic resonance temperature imaging, proton resonance
frequency shift, thermometry

Introduction

Numerous studies have shown that combining

hyperthermic therapy with radiotherapy can result

in a wide variety of benefits including increased

tumour response and increased survival rates [1–3].

However, hyperthermic therapy requires the accurate

delivery of a prescribed temperature dose for a

sustained time (usually 40�–45�C over 30–90 min

for thermal therapy, or temperatures greater than

45�C for thermal ablation [4]) and monitoring the

heating is challenging [5, 6]. Extensive, invasive

thermometry usually done via multiple thermocou-

ples can be used, and several studies have invasively

monitored temperature during treatment and found

the outcome of the treatment is directly tied to the

temperature achieved [7–13]. Recently, a pilot study

combining neoadjuvant liposomal doxorubicin, pac-

litaxel and hyperthermia was conducted on locally

advanced breast cancer [14] with encouraging

results. In that study, temperature was monitored

by a thermocouple, and the pathological outcome

was related to the thermal dose. MRI can monitor

temperature non-invasively and without the use of

ionising radiation [15–23]. The most commonly

used temperature-sensitive MR parameter is

the change in the chemical shift of water with
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temperature. The temperature sensitivity of the water

chemical shift was first observed by Hindman in

1966 [24] and was later adapted to temperature

imaging by Ishiara [21] and De Poorter [18, 19]. In

magnetic resonance the resonance frequency of a

particular spin is defined as [25]:

! ¼ 1� �ðT Þð Þ�B0 ð1Þ

The chemical shift determined by the local elec-

tronic environment is �, � is the gyromagnetic ratio

(42.8 MHz/T for protons) and B0 is the main

magnetic field. The chemical shift is determined by

the local electron environment. During heating the

electronic environment of the water spins changes

because of changes in the hydrogen bonding net-

work. These changes cause a shift in the proton

resonance frequency of about 0.01 ppm/�C. This

effect is often referred to as the proton resonance

frequency (PRF) shift, but it is important to realise

that non-water protons are not shifted by the same

amount, as discussed below.

For lean tissues such as muscle, the temperature

dependence of the water chemical shift is well known

and fairly constant across tissue types [26]. However,

the magnetic susceptibility, or magnetic flux density,

can also change with temperature [27], adding an

additional complication to the PRF methods. The

observed frequency of a spin depends both on the

local magnetic field, as well as the chemical shift, so

changes to the local magnetic field due to suscepti-

bility changes also change the resonance frequency

[27–29]. The local magnetic field can be approxi-

mated as [18]:

! ¼ 1� �ðT Þð Þ�Blocal

Blocal ffi 1�
2�ðT Þ

3
� �ðT Þ

� �
Bmac ð2Þ

Blocal is the local magnetic field experienced by the

nucleus (which includes both the static magnetic

field, Bmac, as well as the local effects), � is the

temperature dependent susceptibility constant of the

material and �(T) is the chemical shift (which

depends on the chemical environment). Bmac is the

macroscopic magnetisation and is a function of the

main magnetic field (B0), the susceptibility distribu-

tion and sample geometry. The resonance frequency

of water protons does not depend only on the

chemical shift (�) of the protons, but it is also

affected by tissue magnetic susceptibility. The tem-

perature dependence of � depends on the tissue type

and is 0.0026 ppm/�C for pure water, 0.0019 ppm/�C

for muscle and 0.0094 ppm/�C in fat [18, 30]. In lean

tissues the change in chemical shift dominates (at

0.01 ppm/�C), and the error from changes in sus-

ceptibility only creates 10% variations in the detected

temperature [18].

In tissues with a high fat content, such as the

breast, application of PRF methods is not immedi-

ately straightforward. We cannot monitor tempera-

ture changes by looking at the resonance frequency

of fat spins, since the chemical shift of fat is nearly

constant over the range of temperatures used in

hyperthermic treatment (0.00018 ppm/�C) [31].

Thus, in tissues with large fat content, fat suppres-

sion methods are almost always used. More impor-

tantly, in fatty tissues the susceptibility changes are

quite large. These changes are significant enough to

affect the resonance frequency of the nearby water

spins and seriously complicate the temperature

measurements.

A temperature imaging technique using intermo-

lecular multiple quantum coherences (iMQCs) has

been developed to address the issues associated with

temperature imaging in fatty tissues. The iMQC

based technique (called HOT [32]) is designed for

use in tissues with high fat content and is insensitive

to errors due to changes in susceptibility of both

water and fat, as well as magnetic field drift and

magnetic field inhomogeneities. In addition, HOT

also provides absolute temperature measurements

instead of relative temperature measurements (as

obtained from PRF methods). This review will focus

on the underlying physics of iMQCs, the properties

of iMQCs which make them uniquely suited for

temperature detection in high fat content tissues

and demonstrations of iMQC-based temperature

imaging.

Why iMQCs?

Intermolecular multiple quantum coherences

(iMQCs) are a type of magnetic resonance signal

which comes from the simultaneous transition of two

spins on separate molecules [33–50]. The distance

between the two molecules is tunable, but in

common applications is about 100 mm. The two

most common types of iMQCs are intermolecular

zero quantum coherences (iZQCs) and intermole-

cular double quantum coherences (iDQCs). Both

types of iMQCs are used in the HOT pulse

sequence, and allow for the detection of absolute

temperature using MRI.

The basic approach with the HOT sequence is to

monitor the changes in the difference between the

chemical shift of a water spin and a nearby fat spin.

This removes the effects of magnetic field inhomo-

geneities, susceptibility gradients and magnetic field

drift. While iMQC temperature imaging is superfi-

cially very similar to PRF methods, the physics of the

signal isolates changes in the chemical shift of water,

rather than its resonance frequency, thereby making

temperature maps that circumvent most artefacts and
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can be interpreted on an absolute scale. In addition,

this method is less sensitive to physiological motion

(such as respiratory motion) because the resonance

frequency difference that this method detects is more

likely to remain constant when both spins move.

A key feature of the HOT technique is that it is

insensitive to changes in the bulk susceptibility of the

tissue. In order to understand this, let us consider

iZQCs in particular. As we will see in the next

sections, an iZQC evolves at the difference frequency

of the two spins. A mixed spin iZQC (one between a

water spin and a fat spin) evolves at the difference in

frequency between water and fat. At 7T, for example,

this frequency is 1000 Hz. Let us consider the effect

of a large susceptibility change. If the susceptibility

changed by 10 ppm (an extreme example, much

more than expected due to heating effects), this

would cause a change in the proton resonance

frequency of 300 MHz * 10� 106
¼ 3000 Hz, or a

temperature misregistration of 1000�C. Now con-

sider the effect of the same susceptibility gradient on

the iZQC frequency. The iZQC transition occurs at

the difference frequency of water and fat, so at 7T,

this frequency is 1000 Hz. The effect of the 10 ppm

susceptibility gradient would cause a change in the

iZQC frequency of 1000 * 10� 10�6
¼ 0.01 Hz, or a

misregistration of temperature of 0.0033�C. The key

thing to remember is that the HOT sequence isolates

changes to �, the chemical shift constant of water,

and circumvents artefacts caused by changes to the

susceptibility, magnetic field inhomogneities and

drift.

The theory of iMQCs

The HOT technique relies on detection of signals

from intermolecular multiple-quantum coherences,

which are unfamiliar to the medical community (and,

indeed, to most people in the magnetic resonance

community in general). To understand these effects,

a bit of historical perspective is in order.

Conventional MR contrast relies, for the most part,

on spin physics which was well understood half a

century ago: relaxation times of different magnetisa-

tion components (T1, T2), resonance frequency dif-

ferences due to susceptibility changes (T?
2) or

chemical shifts, and diffusion. By the early 1990s,

the mathematical framework behind both NMR and

MRI was believed to be extremely well understood;

in most cases, if one had a result that disagreed with

the theoretical predictions, then the experiment, not

the theory was at fault. However, at that time the

underlying framework of magnetic resonance was

challenged by a series of very simple pulse sequences

which provided very unusual results [40]. For

example, two 90� pulses and a gradient were applied

to very simple samples (such as water, or chloroform

and benzene), but resulted in a signal appearing

where the theory predicted no signal should exist.

Even stranger, that signal had many unique charac-

teristics which led some researchers [37, 50] to

question the underlying theory.

After some analysis, it became clear that several

assumptions made in the underlying theory of

magnetic resonance were not always true, and

under certain experimental conditions, these

assumptions needed to be revisited. The details of

the assumptions and the necessary corrections to the

theory of magnetic resonance are contained in the

supplemental information. The bottom line is

iMQCs, which are readily shown in the conventional

treatment of magnetic resonance to be unobservable,

can lead to large signals which are easily detected in

spectroscopy and imaging. More importantly, signals

from experiments such as CRAZED (see below)

have intrinsic properties which differ from those seen

in conventional magnetic resonance experiments,

and which can reflect image information that is not

readily extracted by other means.

Description of the CRAZED sequence

The CRAZED sequence is the standard sequence

used to detect iMQCs, and the HOT sequence is

based upon the CRAZED sequence. In the

CRAZED experiment, the first RF pulse excites

standard single quantum coherences as well as the

double and zero quantum coherences. Higher order

multiple quantum coherences such as triple quantum

coherences are also excited, but the signal intensity of

these coherences is very small and imaging applica-

tions of these coherences is limited at clinically

relevant fields [39]. Double quantum and zero

quantum coherences can be visualised by drawing

the energy level diagram for a 2-spin system

(Figure 1B). Double quantum coherences corre-

spond to simultaneous transitions of both spins in the

same direction (a flip-flip transition or up-up to

down-down). The net change in angular momentum

is 2 (instead of 1 for a standard transition). A zero

quantum coherence is the simultaneous transition of

two spins in opposite directions (a flip-flop transi-

tion, or up-down to down-up). The net change in

angular momentum is 0.

The energy (or frequency) for any transition is

given by the difference in the energy levels, thus the

frequency for a double quantum transition is the

energy difference between the upper energy level and

the lower one (E4�E1). The energy of the upper-

most level is given by E4¼ h� (�1/2!1� 1/2!2) and

the lower energy level is E1¼ h� (1/2!1þ 1/2!2), thus

the energy of the transition comes at the sum of the
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two frequencies. Since a zero quantum transition is a

transition between energy levels E2 and E3, the

energy of that transition is E2�E3¼h� (!1�!2).

After the initial pulse excites the multiple quantum

coherences, a pair of magnetic field gradients and an

additional RF pulse are applied to the sample. The

effect of the gradients is complex since it acts on the

system in two ways. First, it works as a coherence

selection gradient. When the gradient is applied to

the system it creates a spatial distribution of reso-

nance frequencies which dephases the coherences

excited by the first excitation pulse differently.

A double quantum coherence will be dephased

twice as much as a single quantum coherence,

while a zero quantum coherence will not be affected

at all. This is because in a double quantum coher-

ence the effect of the gradient is on both the spins

and adds up, while in a zero quantum coherence the

effect is cancelled out.

The gradient also breaks the magnetic isotropy of

the sample. When combined with the mixing pulse,

the gradient re-introduces the dipolar field to the

sample and converts the unobservable multiple

quantum terms into observable single quantum

terms. A more visual explanation of how this works

is given in Figure 1C. After the application of the 90�

pulse, all the magnetisation is pointed along one

direction in the transverse plane. The gradient is

applied, which winds the magnetisation into a helix

along the direction of the gradient. The second pulse

tips some of that magnetisation back along the z-axis.

Depending on the phase of the magnetisation vector

before the second pulse, the z-component of the

magnetisation will be pointed either along þz or �z.

The z-magnetisation created by this second pulse

exerts a force on the remaining magnetisation in the

transverse plane causing it to refocus. The time that

it takes for the magnetisation to refocus depends on

the size of the magnetisation that was tipped along

the z axis, and this time is referred to as the ‘dipolar

demagnetising time’. The refocusing created by the

gradient and the pulse is a qualitative description of

the behaviour of the dipolar field and how it

transforms the multiple quantum signal to observable

signal.

Methods

Modifications of the CRAZED sequence for

temperature imaging: the HOT sequence

Temperature detection with iMQCs requires the

exclusive detection of mixed spin iMQCs in a

αα

αβ
βα

ββ

iZQC

iDQC

(B)(A)

(C)

90° 90°

90° 90°
180°

nG

nG

After the 90 excitation
Dipolar field refocuses

signal along x

Gradient +
mixing pulse

TE/2 TE/2

Z

X

Y

n=coherence order
n=0 for iZQC

n=1 for SQC
n=2 for iDQC

nt

nt

t

t

t

G

G

Figure 1. (A) Standard iMQC pulse sequence. The top pulse sequence shows the initial CRAZED sequence, while the
bottom figure includes a spin echo detection to compensate for T ?

2 dephasing. (B) Energy level diagram for 2-spin system.
The iMQC transitions are 2-spin transitions in which both spins flip in the same way (�� to ��, or up-up to down-down) to
create an iDQC, or in opposite directions (�� to �� or up-down to down-up) to create an iZQC. (C) Refocusing effect of the
dipolar field created by the gradient and the mixing pulse on the dephased transverse magnetisation. The 90� pulse puts the
magnetisation into the plane. The gradient spatially modulates the transverse magnetisation, and the mixing pulse tilts some
portion of the modulated magnetisation back along the z-axis. The modulated longitudinal magnetisation interacts with the
transverse magnetisation causing a signal refocusing at a later time.
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clinically reasonable amount of time (less than

2 min). This is accomplished by a modified

CRAZED sequence called the HOT sequence. In a

sample which is a mixture of two chemical species

(for example, water and fat in tissue) there are 2 types

of iMQC. There are the same spin iMQCs from pairs

of water spins and pairs of fat spins. These coher-

ences do not contain the necessary temperature

information and are filtered out in the HOT

sequence in order to detect clean iMQC temperature

maps. The other kind of iMQCs is the mixed spin

iMQCs between water and fat spins which is retained

by the HOT sequence. The signal derived from these

coherences is temperature dependent and is unaf-

fected by magnetic field inhomogeneities and sus-

ceptibility changes.

Unlike the CRAZED sequence, which usually

selects the signal from a particular coherence order,

the HOT sequence uses a combination of iZQCs and

iDQCs to get temperature maps. While it is intui-

tively clear that iZQCs retain chemical shift infor-

mation while removing inhomogeneous broadening,

þ2-quantum iDQC evolution during one period (at

the sum of the two different resonance frequencies)

can combine with �1-quantum evolution during a

later period to also give a signal that is free of

inhomogeneous broadening [51]. The inhomoge-

neous broadening acquired during the time the

coherence is þ2 is twice the broadening that the

coherence will experience when it is a �1-quantum

coherence. If the timings are arranged so that the

time as a �1 quantum coherence is twice as long as

the time when it is a þ2 coherence, then the

inhomogeneous broadening will get reversed and

iDQC signal can also be used to detect temperature.

An additional modification of the pulse sequence

is necessary to enable rapid temperature measure-

ments. In order to map out the temperature depen-

dence of the iMQC signal, the evolution period (�)
during which the coherences are iMQCs must be

incremented so the temperature dependent phase

shift can be extracted. This results in a lengthy

imaging process which makes it unfavourable for

dynamic temperature imaging. Many techniques

have been developed to enable rapid acquisition of

iMQC images [17, 52–58], such as techniques which

include RARE or EPI acquisitions. RARE based

accelerations of the sequence are unfavourable

because of the potential issues with SAR, and EPI

acquisitions impose an intolerable T?
2 decay on the

signal. In order to accelerate the acquisition of iMQC

temperature maps, an alternative approach was

used – one in which multiple acquisitions are

acquired in each scan. Each acquisition has a

different amount of evolution time allowing for

rapid acquisitions of temperature maps.

Coherence pathways

In order to rapidly acquire temperature maps using

iMQCs, two acquisitions with different amounts of

evolution are used. The different evolution in each

acquisition window comes from the signal in each

window experiencing a different coherence pathway.

The phase cycling for the HOT sequence is given in

Table I. The different coherence pathways also allow

for robust filtering of the mixed spin iMQC signal.

A product operator description of the exact details of

the HOT sequence is provided in the supplemental

information.

The first coherence pathway selects signals that

were double quantum coherences during the first

time period, t1. During t1, the iDQC signal evolves at

the sum of the resonance frequencies of the two

participating spins (!Iþ!S) * t1, where I and S

represent the two different spin types. The selective

inversion pulse (on the I spins) changes the sign of

the I coherences, and the coherence is converted to

an iZQC. During the subsequent time period, �, the

signal evolves at the iZQC frequency (!S�!I) * �.
The selective mixing pulse on the S spins converts

the two-spin iZQC coherence into a two-spin iSQC

coherence, and dipolar couplings convert this into a

detectable one-spin SQC. The signal evolves as an

SQC for TE/2, then the refocusing pulse reverses

the sign of this coherence and it evolves for a time of

TE/2–2t1, resulting in an evolution during this period

of �2!It1. The net evolution experienced by this

signal is then (!S�!I) * (t1þ �). The resulting signal

essentially evolves as an iZQC for the time t1þ �
allowing for clean, absolute temperature imaging.

The second coherence pathway, acquired in the

second acquisition window, detects a signal that

originated as iZQCs during t1. The evolution from

this period is (!I�!S) t1. The selective inversion

pulse converts this signal into iDQC, which evolves

during � and acquired an evolution of �(!Iþ!S) * �.
The selective mixing pulse converts the iDQC into a

two-spin iSQC and dipolar couplings convert this

into detectable one-spin SQCs. The evolution before

and after the refocusing pulse cancels out, and the

total evolution is 2!I�. The total evolution for this

signal is �(!I�!S) * (t1þ �), an equal and opposite

Table I. Phase cycling for two-window HOT.

Scan 90 180I 90S Rcvr 1 Rcvr 2

1 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 2 0 2 0

3 2 0 0 0 0

4 3 2 0 2 0

Absolute temperature imaging using intermolecular multiple quantum MRI 729



amount of evolution as the signal acquired in the first

acquisition window.

In summary, the HOT pulse sequence works by

suppressing the unwanted coherence pathways. The

signal from unwanted temperature-insensitive same-

spin iMQCs are not preserved by this sequence, and

neither are the SQC coherences. The selective 180�

pulse only converts the mixed spin coherences from

iZQC to iDQC (and vice versa) and the gradients are

designed to only allow those coherences to survive.

The multiple acquisition windows acquires signal

with different amounts of iMQC evolution, permit-

ting acceleration of the temperature map and rapid

iMQC temperature imaging.

Results

Demonstration of the HOT sequence in phantoms

The improvement in temperature detection using the

HOT sequence was first demonstrated in phantoms.

The first example of iMQC-based temperature
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Figure 2. (A) HOT pulse sequence [32, 51]. The HOT sequence is used to detect temperatures using iMQCs. Two
coherence pathways are preserved, in which the initial evolution is iDQC which is converted to iZQC, and the second is one
in which the magnetisation is initially iZQC and is converted to iDQC. The separate pathways evolve for different amounts
of time allowing for fast acquisition of iMQC temperatre maps. (B) Left: Representative signal evolution obtained during a
HOT experiment. In this case, t1 was incremented 48 times. As t1 changes, the phase of the signal changes, and the rate of
that change can be used to determine the iZQC frequency. In this figure, each vertex represents the acquisition of a t1

increment, and the evolution of the phase of the signal is shown. Right: If the phase evolution shown on the left is unwrapped
and plotted versus t1 (time) the slope of the resulting line can be used to extract the iZQC frequency. The lines on the right
show the phase for every pixel in an HOT temperature experiment. The slope of the line is determined using a linear least
squares fitting of the t1 time versus phase data points.
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detection is found in [32] (Figure 3). In this

experiment a phantom of cream (homogeneous

mixture of water and fat) was heated to three

different temperatures and temperature images

were taken using the HOT pulse sequence. In

addition, standard proton frequency maps were

taken directly after each HOT image. The images

taken with the HOT sequence show a uniform

temperature across the sample, and a standard

deviation <1 Hz (which at 7T corresponds to

0.33�C). Next to both sets of temperature maps are

figures showing the 90% confidence interval based

on the quality of the fit of each voxel. While the

standard PRF maps show large variations in the

detected temperature (caused by susceptibility gra-

dients) the HOT images show only the temperature

dependence of the signal.

Demonstration of the HOT sequence in vivo

The demonstration of the ability of the HOT

sequence to detect temperature in vivo was presented

in [32]. In Figure 4A, an obese mouse (ob/ob,

Jackson Laboratories) was imaged using the HOT

sequence showing that this method can be used to

detect temperature in vivo. Figure 4A shows the

HOT temperature map superimposed on a standard

anatomical spin echo image. The HOT image was

ungated (respiratory) and acquired in 2 min. The

image shows good uniformity in the temperature

values of each pixel, which is expected in the natural

body temperature of a mouse. The 2 min acquisition

is sufficiently fast to allow for dynamic temperature

mapping as shown in Figure 4B. In Figure 4B a

mouse was heated by a warm tube of water running

next to it, showing that the 2 min temporal resolution

is sufficient to detect heating changes.

Conclusions

The HOT sequence has been demonstrated in

several papers [32, 51, 59] to provide clean, absolute

temperature maps. This sequence is designed to

work best in situations where there are comparable

amounts of water and fat at the correlation distance,

making it ideally suited for temperature imaging in

high fat tissues. In addition, the HOT sequence

Figure 3. Demonstration of HOT sequence in cream phantom at three temperatures [32]. The conventional maps were
taken by monitoring the changes in phase of the water signal in a phantom of cream (homogeneous mixture of water and fat)
as the sample was heated. Large distortions in the detected temperature were observed (due both to shimming imperfections
and to susceptibility gradients created during heating), complicating the temperature detection. The images collected using
the HOT sequence show only one temperature across the images, demonstrating the clean temperature detection of the
HOT sequence. Next to both sets of images are the 90% confidence intervals showing the quality of the fit of each voxel.
TE (echo time)¼ 60 ms, TR (repetition time)¼ 5 s, �¼ 2.67 ms, t1¼ 3 to 11 ms, indirect spectral width¼ 5000 Hz,
correlation distance¼ 140 mm, voxel size¼ 0.0625 cm3.
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works well in regions with large susceptibility

gradients, providing a useful tool for temperature

detection in the breast or other tissue regions where

susceptibility gradients play a large role.

One possible limitation of the sequence is the

lower signal-to-noise ratio inherent in any iMQC

experiment. While some advances have been made

[60] to enhance the SNR of iMQC experiments,

most standard experiments have about 10% of the

SNR of a standard image. Since the HOT experi-

ment includes more pulses than the standard

CRAZED experiment it is more sensitive to flip

angle and pulse imperfections, which can further

reduce the signal intensity.

The frequency measured by the HOT sequence is

the difference between the water signal and the fat

signal. Since fat is made up of many different

resonance frequencies, the detected HOT signal is

a weighted average of the difference in resonance

frequency between the water and the different fat

components. Since different fats have different com-

positions, it is possible that the detected iMQC

frequency might be slightly altered in different types

of tissue. This can be corrected for by acquiring one

image at a known temperature, and then the iMQC

frequency for that tissue would be known.

One final concern for use of this sequence in vivo

is the distribution of water and fat in the tissue of

interest. The HOT sequence relies on water and fat

spins that are in the same environment. If the water

or fat in a tissue is highly compartmentalised, then

the HOT sequence would only be able to detect

temperature at the interfaces of the compartments,

further reducing the signal of the sequence.

Accurate detection of temperature in tissues with

high fat content (such as the breast) allows for the use

of hyperthermic treatments in breast tissue. While

standard PRF methods in the breast have been used

[3, 61, 62], the fundamental problem of large

susceptibility changes from the fat makes this type

of technique difficult. Other approaches have been

taken, such as monitoring changes in the spin

density, changes in relaxation rate T1 and diffusion

[63–71] but their temperature dependence is tissue-

type dependent and signal changes are induced by

coagulation. Methods based on intermolecular mul-

tiple quantum coherences such as the HOT method

provide the opportunity to detect temperature accu-

rately and on an absolute scale, without complica-

tions from changes in susceptibility with heating as

well as magnetic field drift and inhomogeneities.
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